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Abstract
A speech signal captured by a distant microphone is gener-
ally smeared by reverberation, which severely degrades Auto-
matic Speech Recognition (ASR) performance. In this paper,
we propose a novel and practical single channel dereverberation
scheme, which utilizes the relationship between speech and re-
verberation. A dereverberation filter derived by the proposed
method is capable of efficiently suppressing late reflections,
which constitute a major cause of ASR performance degrada-
tion. The proposed algorithm can achieve effective derever-
beration with a more reasonable computational complexity than
conventional methods. Experimental results reveal a substantial
improvement in ASR performance even in severely reverberant
environments.

1. Introduction
The quality of a speech signal captured by a distant microphone
is generally degraded by surrounding acoustic interference such
as reverberation and environmental noise. A recorded speech
signal can be modeled as

x(n) = sT (n)h(n) + b(n),

where s(n) refers to clean speech, h(n)= [h(0, n) . . . h(M −
1, n)]T to an M-tap room impulse response, and b(n) to envi-
ronmental additive noise. Of these types of interference, rever-
beration is known to severely degrade both Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) performance and speech intelligibility. In
particular, in a reverberant environment with a reverberation
time (RT) of more than 0.5 seconds, the ASR performance can-
not be improved even with an acoustic model trained with a
matched reverberation condition [1]. Therefore, the acoustic
feature has to be preprocessed with dereverberation for ASR.

To improve the ASR performance in real reverberant envi-
ronments, it is necessary to have a dereverberation scheme that
meets the following requirements.

A-1) Effective even in the severely reverberant environments
where the reverberation time (RT) is more than 0.5 sec.

A-2) Capable of suppressing the energy of late reflections, be-
cause it is mostly late reflections that degrade the recog-
nition performance [2].

A-3) Realizable with an acceptable level of computational
complexity

Although considerable research has been undertaken to find
a way of dealing with reverberation over many years, no effi-
cient dereverberation technique has met the above requirements.
For instance, major dereverberation techniques such as micro-
phone array [3] only work in moderately reverberant environ-
ments. Inverse filtering techniques based on the methods such

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of proposed method

as Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [4] tend to whiten
the signal and distort the inherent speech properties such as pe-
riodicity and formants. Although dereverberation methods such
as [5] can achieve efficient dereverberation in severely rever-
berant environments, the algorithm requires a relatively large
amount of training data, thus leading to severe computational
complexity.

In this paper, we propose a novel and practical dereverber-
ation scheme that meets the above requirements. We utilize
the relationship between speech and reverberation, and derive a
dereverberation filter which can satisfactorily suppress late re-
flections. If the dereverberation filter can be trained on more
than 15 sec. of reverberant speech data, it can achieve a sub-
stantial improvement in the ASR performance in severely re-
verberant environment.

2. Basic idea of proposed dereverberation
scheme

In this section, first we simply show a schematic processing di-
agram of the proposed method in Fig. 1. Then, we verify the
efficiency of each component shown in the schematic diagram
individually.

2.1. Schematic processing diagram

In Figure 1,first we partially reduce the late reflection energy
using a Spectral Subtraction scheme to estimate the original
signal (hereafter called target signal) for inverse filter estima-
tion. Next, assuming this target signal to be a direct signal, we
construct an inverse filter that transforms reverberant speech to
target speech. This filter is capable of suppressing late reflec-
tions efficiently. Finally, using the estimated filter, we achieve
dereverberation. The remaining early reflections do not affect
the ASR performance, because they can be well handled with
such techniques as Cepstral Mean Normalization (CMN) [6] or
Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (MLLR) [7].

In the following sections, we introduce the characteristics
of late reflections, and describe the inherent meaning of each
step to verify the efficiency of this algorithm layout.

2.2. Characteristics of late reflections in reverberant speech

A speech signal has a strong correlation within each local time
region due to articulatory constraints, and it loses this correla-
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tion according to articulatory movements. Therefore, the auto-
correlation of s(n), which is calculated as

Rss(u) = E [s(n)s(n − u)]

where E [·] represents expectation, has the following character-
istics. |Rss(u)| � 0 iff u ≥ T .

With a speech signal, the value T can vary approximately from
30 to 100 ms depending on the phoneme of interest. According
to the above characteristics, if the impulse response h(u) con-
tains some energy for u ≥ T , the observed reverberant speech
x(n) becomes a sequence consisting of roughly three compo-
nents, a direct signal h(0)s(n), a signal slightly correlated with
a direct signal

PT−1
u=1 h(u)s(n− u), a signal uncorrelated with

a direct signal
PM

u=T h(u)s(n − u). h(0) is referred to as
a direct signal, h(u) (0 < u < T − 1) as early reflections,
h(u) (u ≥ T ) as late reflections.

From this point of view, we can assume that late reflections
have the following characteristics.

B-1) The late reflections are uncorrelated with the direct signal
and early reflections.

B-2) Since the reverberation energy decays with time after a
direct signal, the late reflection energy is smaller than
that of the direct signal and the early reflections.

B-3) If the impulse response is long, late reflections can be ob-
served as a component which remains relatively static for
a long time at each frequency.

2.3. Late reflection suppression (target signal estimation)

Since the target signal (direct signal and early reflections) and
interference (late reflections) are assumed to be uncorrelated as
in B-1), the late reflections can be suppressed by using Spec-
tral Subtraction (SS) scheme [8], if their amplitude is correctly
estimated. And, to estimate the amplitudes of late reflections,
B-2) and B-3) can be used as constraints. For example, one of
the amplitude estimators that can deal with noise such as B-2)
and B-3) is the Minimum Statistics scheme [9]. The method is
capable of adaptively estimating the background noise level by
tracking the minimum of smoothed periodogram without any
distinction between speech activity and speech pause.

Unfortunately, however, SS is not sufficient to improve
ASR performance, because generally the amplitude of late re-
flections cannot be estimated precisely enough 1. If SS fails
to suppress late reflections, the remaining non-linear and non-
stationary distortion degrades ASR performance.

Let us denote NR[·] as a noise reduction function, then the
processed speech can be modeled as:

ŝ(n)=NR[h(0)s(n) +

T−1X
u=1

h(u)s(n − u) +

MX
u=T

h(u)s(n − u)],

=h(0)s(n) +

T−1X
u=1

h(u)s(n − u) + e(n),

(1)

where e(n) represents the residual late reflections or over-
subtraction error at time n. The energy of e(n) can be assumed
to be fairly small on the average compared to first two terms of
eq. (1). According to B-2), the late reflection energy is smaller
than that of direct signal and early reflections. That is, if the

1This non-linear processing (SS) also very often generates some ar-
tifacts such as musical noise, thus it is also incapable of improving au-
dible quality.

amplitude estimator [9] roughly tracks the late reflection energy,
the estimated value is also expected to be smaller than direct sig-
nal and early reflections. Therefore, since the subtraction error
e(n) is caused by the difference between the estimated and ac-
tual late reflection energy, it cannot be very big on the average.
However, in each local time region, e(n) can potentially be very
problematic for ASR, due to the fact that the amplitude of e(n)
changes arbitrarily from time to time. The amplitude change of
e(n) is equivalent to the change in reverberation characteristics.
And the change becomes more harsh as the original reverbera-
tion time grows, simply because the noise reduction algorithm
fails very often in severely reverberant environments. If rever-
beration characteristics change very quickly from time to time,
there is no way for the acoustic model to handle or be adapted
to those quick changes. So, to improve ASR performance, it is
necessary to keep the amplitude of e(n) as small and as static
as possible. It should be noted that the quick temporal change
of e(n) is introduced by the non-linear processing with SS.

2.4. Inverse filter estimation

To overcome the problem of the remaining non-linear and non-
stationary distortion after SS, we introduce an inverse filtering
framework, which enables us to transform non-linear process-
ing to linear processing.

Here we use a frequency-domain representation to simplify
the discussion. Accordingly, we denote the transfer function as
H , its direct signal component as D, its early reflection com-
ponents as RE , clean speech as S, and error term as E. Using
these notations, eq. (1) can be rewritten in the frequency domain
as:

Ŝ(τ, f)=D(f)S(τ, f) + RE(f)S(τ, f) + E(τ, f).

(2)

τ represents the time frame index. Note that, the length of frame
τ must be longer than that of the target room impulse response,
and therefore much longer than standard speech analysis win-
dow. The third term E(τ, f) in eq.(2) represents the subtraction
error after the noise reduction. As in eq. (1), the term corre-
sponding to error, E, is time variant, whereas D and RE are
not.

Now we introduce the inverse filtering framework. First,
we calculate an initial estimate of the inverse filter for each time
frame as:

W (τ, f) =
Ŝ(τ, f)

H(f)S(τ, f)
, (3)

where HS represents observed reverberant speech. Then, we
take the average of W (τ, f) over frames as 2:

W (f)=E [W (τ, f)],

=
D(f) + RE(f)

H(f)
+ E

»
E(τ, f)

HS(τ, f)

–
,

∼= D(f) + RE(f)

H(f)
, (4)

where E [·] is the expectation operator which takes the average
over the time frames for frequency f . Since amplitude of e(n)
can be assumed to be very small in average sense, we used the
approximation in eq. (4). The obtained filter W (f) is a linear
filter that is capable of removing late reflections from reverber-
ation.

2We assume that the transfer function remains stable in all τs used
in the averaging procedure.



Figure 2: Block diagram of proposed method

2.5. Inverse filtering

Using the obtained filter W (f), the dereverberation process can
be formulated as:

Y (τ, f)=W (f)(H(f)S(τ, f)),
∼=(D(f) + RE(f))S(τ, f).

Since now the dereverberated signal Y (τ, f) is the result of the
product of two linear filters, W and H , it no longer contains
non-stationary distortion caused by SS, which degrades ASR
performance.

3. Implementation of proposed method
A block diagram of our proposed method is shown in Fig. 2.
First, input reverberant speech x(n) is processed using a previ-
ously proposed spectral subtraction method based on minimum
statistics [9]. Then, the processed speech ŝ(n) is divided into
5.5 sec. frames with rectangular windows each overlapping by
75%. The window length and its overlapping rate were chosen
arbitrarily. By applying FFT to each frame of ŝ(n), we ob-
tain Ŝ(τ, f). Meanwhile, the corresponding reverberant speech
x(n) is also converted to a frequency domain signal X(τ, f).
The value τ denotes a time frame index. Based on Ŝ(τ, f) and
X(τ, f), we obtain the initial estimation of the dereverberation
filter as Ŝ(τ, f)/X(τ, f) in each time frame. By averaging the
initial estimated value over several frames, we obtain a dere-
verberation filter W (f). Then, W (f) is applied to X(τ, f)
to obtain Y (τ, f). Finally, by an overlap-add technique, time-
domain dereverberated speech y(n) is synthesized. With a view
to improving the accuracy of W (f) even further, the derever-
berated speech y(n) can be used as an input signal for spectral
subtraction in Fig. 2 so that a more accurate target signal can be
obtained for estimating the dereverberation filter. In the imple-
mentation, this recursive loop was repeated two times.

4. Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
method by using a reverberation curve, a spectrogram and ASR.
With these experiments, we were able to test our algorithm
in terms of (A-1 and (A-3 in introduction, while (A-2 can be
clearly seen from section 2.

4.1. Experimental conditions

Five (task1) or two (task2) spoken Japanese sentences were ob-
tained from ATR data set B for each gender (male:MHT, fe-
male:FKN), as the training data for the proposed method. The

signals were sampled at 12 kHz and quantized with 16-bit res-
olution. To simulate a reverberant environment, each sentence
was convolved with each of 4 impulse responses (RT: 0.1, 0.2,
0.5, 1.0 sec.) measured in advance. The total duration of the 5
(2) reverberant sentences was about 60 (15) sec. Dereverbera-
tion was performed on 4 impulse responses × 2 genders.

4.2. Dereverberation effect on impulse response and speech

Figure 3 shows the reverberation curves of the original impulse
response, that of the male/dereverberated impulse response and
that of the female/dereverberated impulse response, where 15
sec. of speech data was used for dereverberation. A clear re-
duction in the late reflections can be seen in the dereverberated
impulse response compared with the original impulse response.
Although we could also see a slight increase in energy due to the
dereverberation in the very late reflection region, in the follow-
ing section, we manage to show experimentally that this does
not degrade ASR performance.

Figure 4 shows a spectrogram of clean female speech, its
reverberant speech and its dereverberated speech, where 15 sec.
of speech data was used for dereverberation.

Figure 3: Reverberation curves of the original impulse response
(thin dotted line), male dereverberated impulse response (thin
solid line) and female dereverberated impulse response (thick
solid line). RT=1.0 sec.

4.3. Improvement of ASR performance

We investigated the effectiveness of the proposed method as a
preprocessing algorithm for ASR. The ASR performance was
evaluated in terms of speaker dependent word accuracy. In the
acoustic model, we used the following parameters : 12 order
MFCCs, 12 order delta MFCCs, 3 state HMMs, and 4 mixture
Gaussian distributions. The language model that was used was
trained on Japanese newspaper articles written over a ten-year
period.

The acoustic model was trained on speech signals observed
in various reverberant environments excluding the recognition
target environment. Hereafter, we refer to this acoustic model to
as a “multi-condition model”. For example, an acoustic model



Figure 5: ASR results

Figure 4: Spectrograms: Clean speech (top), reverberant speech
(middle) and dereverberated speech (bottom)(RT=1 sec)

trained on RT 0.1s, 0.2s and 0.5s dereverberated speech was
used to recognize RT 1.0s dereverberated speech. The model
trained on reverberant (dereverberated) speech was used to rec-
ognize reverberant (dereverberated) speech. Cepstral Mean
Normalization [6] was used for all the recognition tasks.

Figure 5 shows the word accuracy of the baseline perfor-
mance, with preprocessing, with the proposed method using
60 sec. training data, and with the proposed method using 15
sec. training data, in each reverberant environment, for each
gender. The baseline in Fig. 5 represents the word accuracy
for clean speech recognized with the clean acoustic model and
CMN. It should be noted that, as described in the introduc-
tion, if the reverberation time is more than 0.5 seconds, even
a matched condition model cannot improve the ASR perfor-
mance [1]. Therefore, here the multi-condition model was also
no help in a severely reverberant environment without any dere-
verberation. However, if we apply our proposed method, the
ASR performance recovered considerably in all the reverberant
environments. The improvement is particularly noticeable in
severely reverberant environments, even when only 15 sec. of
training data is available for training the dereverberation filter.
This result suggests that if it is possible for the algorithm to use
15 sec. of reverberant speech data where the acoustic property
is rather stable, it can improve the ASR performance, no matter

how severe the target reverberant environment is.

5. Conclusion
A speech signal captured by a distant microphone is generally
smeared by reverberation, which severely degrades the Auto-
matic Speech Recognition (ASR) performance. In this paper,
we proposed a efficient and practical single channel derever-
beration scheme. The obtained dereverberation filter could ef-
ficiently suppress late reflections, which are a major cause of
ASR performance degradation. The proposed algorithm can
achieve effective dereverberation with a more reasonable com-
putational complexity than conventional methods. Experimen-
tal results revealed a substantial improvement of ASR perfor-
mance even in severely reverberant environments.
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